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Executive summary

Executive

summary

We’re on a roll. Q3 marks another record
revenue quarter
for us, our seventh in a row. We’ve also broken the £2m revenue
mark this quarter, which is a first for us and a key milestone in
our quest for growth and profitability.
We’ve seen some mammoth campaigns, both from new
businesses and existing Funded Club members, bringing our total
for the quarter to 58 raises. This includes the return of our friends
at Chip and JustPark, who rallied their powerful communities to
raise staggering figures. There has been lots of great news to
share from our Funded Club too, with digital banking powerhouse
Revolut hitting 7m customers, and cult coffee and cocktail
hangout Grind repaying their mini-bond early.
The reveal of our updated look and feel has also been really
exciting; we’ve had some fantastic feedback from both our
entrepreneurs and investors alike. Read on to learn more about
our thought process behind ‘funding the wonderful’ and how it
has been received.
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Key metrics

Key metrics
Q3 2019 compared to Q3 2018

£2.2m revenue;

£58.7m of pledged

an increase of 38%

investment; an increase of 16%

£39m successfully

58 pitches funded;

invested; an increase of 49%

an increase of 14%

62k pledged investments;

39k successful investments;

an increase of 73%

an increase of 76%

81k member registrations;

1.9m web visits to Crowdcube;

an increase of 91%

an increase of 41%
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Revenue growth

Revenue growth
(2018 - 2019)
£2.20m

£1.77m

£1.81m

£1.91m

£1.60m
£1.46m
£1.21m

2018 Q1

2018 Q2

2018 Q3

2018 Q4

2019 Q1

2019 Q2

2019 Q3

Highlights from Q3
• Revenue is up 15%, compared to Q2
• Chip and JustPark were amongst 19 Funded Club members
who returned for another funding round with us, including 6
pre-emption rounds
• This quarter we saw a landmark raise for fintech Curve, who
smashed several of our crowdfunding records
• Of the 58 businesses that have funded with us this quarter,
12 were seed rounds, 28 were early-stage and 18 were
growth stage
• The most popular sectors, by amount raised, proved to be
fintech (with £14.7m raised), food and beverage (with £6.4m
raised) and healthtech (with £3.9m raised)
• A report by Beauhurst has shown that out of the 16 active
unicorns to emerge from the UK, we’ve helped fuel the growth
of 3 - that’s 19% of the herd
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Rebranding: Funding the wonderful

Rebranding: Funding the wonderful
In our early years, Crowdcube was a rebel. We had a radical
new idea that challenged conventional wisdom with a fresh
perspective; we had a purpose to disrupt the status quo that
defined us and ended up inspiring people around the world.
Fast-forward to today and one in four entrepreneurs in the UK in
2018 raised equity finance through the industry we started, and
each year hundreds of businesses raise hundreds of millions of
pounds from their community and ours.
Funding the Wonderful is about fuelling the next generation
of businesses who want to leave their mark on the world. It’s
our origin, motivation and future. It’s about a new breed of
businesses looking to challenge the status quo with new thinking
and big ideas. These challengers have an inspiring vision for a
better future. They have an ambition to leave their mark on the
world, whatever it may be, and a desire to bring their community
on that journey.
You can read more about this process, here.
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Benefits beyond funds

Benefits beyond funds
We’ve been delighted by the response to our redefined brand
mission, with messages pouring in from our investors, partners,
entrepreneurs and Funded Club members. Our Funded Club has
shared some insights with us on the power of their communities,
echoing our updated brand values:
“Our 9,408 shareholders are bloody superstars; they’re 400% more
likely to refer a friend, and a massive 500% less likely to churn, once
they become an investor, than other users.”
Simon, CEO of Chip

“Our shareholders are some of our most valuable and engaged
customers; on average they are 43% more active and are nearly 3x
more likely to tell a friend about us — it’s not why we do it but it’s
great to be able to include them in our journey. Our community is the
heart and soul of everything we do.”
Tom Blomfield, CEO of Monzo

“This is great, I love your new refresh, what a great look guys, such
a good job!”
Rachel, Co-founder of The Vurger Co
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Curve and the power of community

Curve and the power of community
The Curve team were looking for investment to power their
mission to help people control their finances better and build on
their community of savvy spenders. After raising £1m in just five
minutes, the revolutionary fintech went on to generate a total of
over £6m from more than 9,500 eager investors. They achieved all
of this, smashing several milestones along the way, in five hours.
The team obliterated many of our records, including:
Fastest time to raise £4m (42 minutes)
The fastest company to raise £6m with us (five hours)
The highest number of investors on Crowdcube
(they gained a total of 9,591)
Community has always been key for the team, as Founder and
CEO Shachar Bialick explains, calling their customers ‘the beating
heart of Curve.’ Their community of 500,000 brand champions
all believe in Curve’s mission to create a better financial world.
Before their pitch had even gone live, the team had 28,000 people
register interest in investing with them. Read more about Curve’s
raise, here.
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Commercial performance

Commercial performance
We’ve continued to make good progress towards profitability,
with revenue hitting £2.2m this quarter. With the majority of our
raises this quarter being for early or growth stage businesses, we
remain in pole position as the platform of choice, particularly for
companies raising later stage funding.
In Beauhurst’s 2019 H1 report they revealed that:

British crowdfunders invested £98.2m through
187 deals in the first half of 2019.

We’re very pleased to say that we’ve raised the largest amount
of investment for businesses through crowdfunding so far this
year, again cementing our position as the UK’s leading equity
crowdfunding platform. At the time of Beauhurst’s report, we
had helped 83 UK-based businesses raise a total of £55.6m
to help fuel the next stage of their development. During this
period we saw 34% more completed investment than our
nearest competitor.
Fintech has seen more money invested in the first half of this year
than in any other, having “already beaten figures for the whole of
2018.” This is a trend that we have watched grow, with the likes of
Freetrade, Money Dashboard, Nutmeg and Chip raising with
us this year.
Our commercial team is still expanding, with our latest hire
in Sales Operations ensuring we are sourcing and converting
opportunities as efficiently as possible.
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International

International
Our international operations are experiencing rapid growth. We’ve
maintained our leading position in the Spanish market, with a
market share close to 50% and a focus on larger raises – average
raise size is nearly €950k in 2019 (vs €400k in 2018).
So far this year we’ve raised €12.4m for 14 non-UK companies, an
increase of 68% vs this time last year.
This focus on bigger pitches, along with a good commercial
performance and efficient internal operations, led our Spanish
operation to profitability in the beginning of 2019, with an
accumulated revenue of close to €400k so far this year (vs €300k
accumulated Q3 2018).
We also keep improving the product and platform technology
in order to get ready for further scalability and
international expansion.

Q3 highlights of Spanish operations:
• €5.7m funds raised, an increase of 84% vs Q3 2018
• Profitability achieved in Q3 again, for the ninth month in
a row
• Life Length raised €2.4m from 1,085 investors,
becoming the second biggest equity crowdfunding raise
ever in Spain and the biggest in the health sector
• Successful raises for two non-Spanish European
companies: Replicate Dental Technologies and Cadello
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Product and engineering

Product and engineering
This quarter we’ve been working on reorganising our Product,
Engineering and Design (PED) team to focus on key users; we now
have three teams working on solving problems for entrepreneurs,
investors and internal stakeholders.
We’ve delivered a few exciting platform improvements this
quarter including:
• EIS/SEIS forms are now digital and available to download via
the portfolio. This means investors can access them any time
and a significant saving on admin, printing and postage costs
• Investors can now easily reduce their investment themselves
online via their portfolio.
• The portfolio page has been rebuilt so that it is fully responsive
and accessible on mobile web. This has reduced bounce rate
across devices by an average of 18%
• We can now carry out three types of nominee preemption
rounds via the nominee tool with minimal administration time.
This means we can now close a round within 10 days rather
than a minimum of a month
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Partnerships

Partnerships
Our partnerships team have lots of good news to share, with a
continued focus on our post-funding services and support for the
Funded Club.
We’ve held lots of events this quarter, including one with our
partners at The Pitch. The Pitch is an annual competition which
aims to help uncover Britain’s best emerging start-up talent.
Amongst attendees were entrepreneurs considering raising with
us in the future, alongside members of our Funded Club who
came along to share their valuable insights. Read more and watch
our event video, here. We have more events in the pipeline such
as ‘Looking ahead to exit’ with Linklaters, and ‘How to scale your
startup’ with AWS.
Over 150 opportunities have been generated from our network of
partners in this quarter alone. This figure is up 50% quarter on
quarter. Lastly, we’re also thrilled to announce we’ll be hiring a
dedicated Post-funding Growth Manager to continue to support
our entrepreneurs once their campaigns have been completed.
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Trustpilot
As a valued member of our community, we’d love it if you could
leave us a review on Trustpilot. We really value your feedback.
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Funded Club news

Funded Club news
• Digital banking app Revolut hit 7m customers this quarter. To
put that into perspective, traditional banking titan NatWest
currently has 7.5m UK current account holders
• The team behind cult coffee and cocktail chain Grind will
be repaying investors from their 2015 raise in full, one year
ahead of the bonds’ expiry. This comes as part of a newly
agreed £4.6m funding package with HSBC, following their third
crowdfunding campaign with us earlier in the year
• Monzo has hit a massive milestone, bringing its customer base
to over 3m. The team saw 10k new customers sign-up on the
day they launched their TV ads
• Sadly, six of our funded businesses have closed this quarter.
These businesses are Halal Dining Club, Craved, Hop Stuff,
London Jam Factory, The Idle Man and Natural Nutrients. To
date, 85% of our Funded Club remain trading or have exited,
and 15% have now closed for business
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Cubers

Cubers
It’s been a very busy period for our cubers, here’s what the team
have been up to:
• Sustainability is something that’s close to all of our hearts
here at Crowdcube. In an effort to become greener, we’ve
launched a CSR campaign full of initiatives to reduce our
impact on the environment. This will include switching to low
energy lighting, recycling our old laptops by donating them to
those in need, minimising business travel and lots more
• Sacha, one of our Equity Fundraising Managers, has written a
fantastic piece on the Crowdcube blog on managing anxiety in
the workplace
• We’re working with Young Enterprise to help spur the growth of
the next generation of wonderful entrepreneurs who want to
leave their mark on the world
• Holly, a member of our compliance team, raised over £350 for
The British Red Cross by travelling 108 miles over September
as part of their Miles for Refugees challenge. You can read
more about her amazing achievement, here
• Crowdcube was named one of Escape The City’s top 100
companies to escape to!

If you have any questions, please email us at
investor@crowdcube.com.

Thanks again for your continued support.
Best wishes,
Darren & Luke | Co-founders of Crowdcube
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How you can help us

If you haven’t already, please follow
us on social media

Comment on and share articles
from our blog

You can take a look at the live pitches on Crowdcube, here.
If you know someone who would like to be part of our team find out more, here.

Download our app today

www.crowdcube.com

